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Abstract
Avian reproduction studies for regulatory risk assessment are undergoing review by regulatory authorities,
often leading to requests for statistical re-analysis of older studies using newer methods, sometimes with
older study data that do not support these newer methods. We propose detailed statistical protocols with
updated statistical methodology for use with both new and older studies and recommend improvements
in experimental study design to set-up future studies for robust statistical analyses. There is increased
regulatory and industry attention to the potential use of benchmark dose (BMD) methodology to derive
the point of departure in avian reproduction studies, to be used as the endpoint in regulatory risk
assessment. We present bene�ts and limitations of this BMD approach for older studies being re-
evaluated and for new studies designed for with BMD analysis anticipated. Model averaging is
recommended as preferable to model selection for BMD analysis. Even for a new study following the
modi�ed experimental design analyses with BMD methodology will only be possible for a restricted set of
response variables. The judicious use of historical control data, identi�cation of outlier data points,
increased use of distributions more consistent with the nature of the data collected as opposed to forcing
normality-based methods, and trend-based hypothesis tests are shown to be effective for many studies,
but limitations on their applicability are also recognized and explained. Updated statistical methodologies
are illustrated with case studies conducted under existing regulatory guidelines that have been submitted
for product registrations. Through the adoption of improved avian reproduction study design elements
combined with the suggested revised statistical methodologies the conduct, analyses, and utility of avian
reproduction studies for avian risk assessments can be improved.

1. Introduction
Avian reproduction studies for regulatory risk assessment are done under Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development (OECD) Test Guideline 206 or United States Environmental Protection
Agency (USEPA) Guideline OCSPP 850.2300. Both guidelines were issued when risk assessment was
based on hypothesis testing to derive a No Observed Effects Concentration (NOEC). Statistical guidance
in these guidelines is minimally de�ned. Over time, both the USEPA and the European Food Safety
Authority (EFSA) have issued guidance documents to supplement these original guidelines. Recent
guidance (EFSA 2009a, EFSA 2009b, EFSA 2017) has promoted the use of regression or benchmark dose
methods to derive estimates of effects concentrations, usually 10 and 20% effects concentration referred
to as EC10 and EC20 or BMD10 and BMD20. When these statistical methods are followed, risk
assessments can be based on the indicated estimate or on a lower con�dence bound of that estimate.

Studies done under the indicated guidelines typically have only three test concentrations plus a negative
control. Regression models that can be �t to such data are severely restricted by the small number of
treatment groups (tested concentrations). Another complicating factor is that as many as 8 response
variables are measured (and 15 are calculated) in such experiments. These responses include incidence
data, such as survival, count data such as number of eggs laid, eggs hatched or eggs cracked, and
continuous data such as hatchling body weight, eggshell thickness, and body weight gain (for adults and
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hatchlings). The variance of these response variables varies widely, so that for some responses, very
small changes might be statistically signi�cant while for others, relatively large effects are not unusual
and it may be di�cult to distinguish real effects from statistical “noise”. The statistical distributions to
describe these different types of responses vary and call for careful selection of statistical methods and
models. Erratic concentration-response patterns add to the challenges to statistical interpretation. It
should also be acknowledged that there is limited scienti�c basis to guide the risk assessor as to the size
effect that should be estimated or for which to test. A rare exception to this is a conclusion that only an
18% decrease (EFSA 2009b) or 22% (Lincer 1975) in eggshell thickness is biologically important in terms
of population level concerns. As a result, arbitrary decisions have been made, such as requiring an
estimate of a 10% effects concentration or simply basing a risk assessment on whether the response in
some treatment group is statistically signi�cantly different from the control independent of whether the
observed difference has biological relevance or population implications. In the absence of a scienti�c
basis for the size effect of concern, historical control data can and should be used to help distinguish
between real effects and mere statistical artifacts.

1.1. Objectives
The objective of this study is to indicate ways to improve the analysis and endpoint selection of avian
reproduction studies. This is done partly through improved statistical analysis, the use of historical
control data and the biological interpretation of the �ndings. Particular attention is given to regression or
benchmark dose methodology where the experimental design should be modi�ed and the relative merits
of point estimates (BMD10) and lower con�dence bounds (BMD10LB) and the size effect that can be
estimated reliably are discussed.

1.2. Experimental Design
The current test guideline was designed for NOEC determination and requires at least three test
concentrations plus a negative control. The spacing of test concentrations is geometric with a common
ratio of 6, with the highest test concentration approximately one-half of the LC10 determined by a prior
dietary study (OECD TG 205), in case this study is available and delivers an LC10, but not to exceed
1000ppm. This makes the test concentrations equally spaced on a logarithmic scale. There should be at
least twelve replicates, each consisting of two or three birds with sex and number depending on the
species tested.

For NOEC determination, the power of the statistical test for each response is a function of the variance
of that response, the replication, and the speci�c test used. A crude but useful approximation to the power
can be obtained using the minimum detectible difference, MDD, often expressed as the minimum
detectible percent change from control, MDD%, de�ned in equation (eq. 1).
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where CV is the coe�cient of variation in the control, T is the critical value of a T-distribution with
appropriate degrees of freedom, n0 and n1 are the number of replicates in the control and each treatment
group, respectively. For the sample sizes typical in an avian reproduction test, T is approximately 2. As
demonstrated in Staveley et al (2018), the minimum size effect (MSE%) that can be estimated by one of
the regression models recommended in this study is a multiple of MDD% as indicated by the following
equation.

where hz is the leverage associated with a given treatment group. The cited reference presented evidence
for non-target terrestrial plant studies (NTTP) done under OECD test guidelines 208 and 227 based on
many such studies using the same statistical models as recommended here. In the NTTP study, the
MSE% varied between 0.46 and 1.99 times MDD%. For avian studies, only a very few studies have been
done with 4 or 5 test concentrations and determining the multiplier of MDD% in equation (eq. 2) that is
applicable to avian studies is more challenging. Instead, a simulation studies was done that indicates the
properties of EC10 or BMD10 estimates and their lower con�dence bounds. These simulation results are
based on data simulated to have the observed levels of CV found in the avian database and 5 treatment
groups.

For avian studies, MDD% varied from 1-3% for percent eggs not cracked per eggs laid to 7-23% for eggs
per hen, depending on the testing lab and species. A short summary table for selected endpoints is given
in Table 1. It will be clear from Table 1 that for a few responses, it will be possible to estimate BMD05, but
for most it will not be possible even to estimate BMD10. The table only shows the point estimate. The
properties of the lower con�dence bound will be more problematic. Based on these results, there is
considerable challenge to the idea of replacing the NOEC by the BMD10.
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Calculations assume 18 cages of 2 birds each in every treatment group and within-study CVs from
historical control data from two frequently used testing labs.

As equations 1 and 2 indicate, increased replication will reduce the size effect that can be detected or
estimated, but improvements from practical design changes will be modest. Even doubling the replication
would reduce MDD% by only 30%. Analysis of the historical control databases suggest it might be
possible that MDD% and MSE% could be reduced somewhat through re�ned laboratory techniques but
not enough to detect 10% effects for all responses. For BMD estimation, increasing the number of test
concentrations to 4, or preferably 5, would improve the ability to provide statistically sound BMD
estimates for key responses through �tting models that better capture the shape of the concentration-
response curve, but again practical designed will not permit BMD10 estimates for all responses. With 18
cages of 2 birds per cage and 4 treatment groups (control + 3 test concentrations), the current design
requires 144 birds. An experimental design with 5 test concentrations plus a control, 12 cages per
treatment, and 2 birds per cage would require the same number of birds, provide greater ability to
calculate a BMD than possible under current designs and would reduce the power to determine a NOEC
by only 12.5% when regression modelling fails for one or more responses. The proposed experimental
design is estimated to increase the cost of a study by 11-12%. This experimental design was used in the
simulation study described next.

1.3. Simulation study to explore ECx/BMDx estimation for
avian studies
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The database of available avian studies is not large enough to follow the same procedure as used in
Staveley et al (2018). Instead, data were simulated to follow one of three general shapes with a range of
simulated CV (5 to 40) based on Table 1 for each shape. The simulations were set up for a continuous
response. Previous simulation studies done by the lead author, some of which are given in Green et al
(2018), suggest GNLMMs for conditionally binomial or Poisson responses will have comparable point
estimates. Negative lower con�dence bounds on such estimates, if calculated by exact methods rather
than approximated using normality-based approximations, are not possible for GNLMM, but will tend to
be extremely close to zero where a simulated continuous curve will give negative lower bounds. The
shapes are characterized by the maximum effect simulated at the highest tested concentration and a
shape parameter labeled ECPB, which varies from 1 to 10 in the simulations. ECPB=1 de�nes a
concentration-response that decreases immediately from the control, while ECPB=5 corresponds to a
moderately delayed decrease or shallower response curve, and ECPB=10 corresponds to a more delayed
decrease or shallower response curve. All three shapes are observed in avian studies. Shallow
concentration-response relationships are not uncommon in avian studies and that can make BMD
estimates unattainable regardless of what the MDD% and MSE% �gures indicate. As stated above, any
percent change from control can be estimated once a regression model is �t. What equation 2 provides is
the size effect for which a reliable estimate can be expected. A reliable estimate is one from a model that
meets a set of criteria for model stability and for which the con�dence interval is not overly wide. For the
simulation study, the only criteria imposed were that a model result was used only if the model �tting
algorithm converged and produced a lower 95% con�dence bound greater than zero. All point estimates
and con�dence bounds reported are model average results, not from individual models. Further detail is
provided in the supplementary material.

Tables 2 and 3 summarize EC10 point estimates and 95% lower con�dence bounds. Table 2 indicates
that if there is a 20% or greater observed effect at the highest tested concentration and the CV is 10 or
less, then the EC10 point estimate is usually a reliable indicator of the size effect in the population being
simulated. When there is only a 10% effect observed in the highest tested concentration and CV>5, the
quality of the EC10 point estimate is seriously degraded. Table 3 shows that the lower con�dence bounds
is much more variable. For 8 of the 15 simulated conditions for shape ECPB=1, over 50% of the EC10
estimates have negative lower con�dence bounds, making ECXLB of little or no value for risk
assessment. The shape parameters ECPB=5 and 10 show worse results for risk assessment. Those
results are given in the supplement. The simulation study shows that the BMD approach will be useful for
avian studies only for limited responses unless an experimental design with greatly increased numbers of
birds is used.
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TRUEC10= value of EC10 for distribution simulated

Mean_ECX=mean EC10 estimate from simulated data

Med_EC10=median EC10 estimate from simulated data

pN=Nth percentile of EC10 estimates from simulated data, N=10, 25, 75, 90

YMAX=maximum % of control mean response at highest concentration in simulated data

CV=coe�cient of variation simulated

%Fit=% of simulated datasets for which at least one model converged and had a positive lower
con�dence bound for EC10 estimate

P90/P10=ratio of the indicated percentiles of the distribution of EC10 estimates. Larger values indicate
more spread in the point estimates.

ECPB=shape parameter controlling the shape of the simulated curve
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Mean_ECXLB=mean EC10LB estimate from simulated data

Med_EC10=median EC10LB estimate from simulated data

pN=Nth percentile of EC10LB estimates from simulated data, N=10, 25, 75, 90

YMAX=maximum % of control mean response at highest concentration in simulated data

CV=coe�cient of variation simulated

ECPB=shape parameter controlling the shape of the simulated curve

A negative mean or median ECXLB or another percentile indicates EC10 estimates of little value for risk
assessment. When ECXLB<0 then the EC10 estimate is statistically indistinguishable from zero.

1.4. Brief Summary of ways to improve avian reproduction
hazard identi�cation

Careful test selection, diagnostics, attention to outliers, alternative distributions (GLMM) can provide
improved NOEC determination.

Historical control data can be very helpful in distinguishing between real effects and spurious
statistical signi�cance.
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Better models, including alternative distributions (generalized nonlinear mixed models or GNLMM)
can improve ECx estimation when regression modelling is possible.

MAXSD can provide a substitute for di�cult to �t regression or improve rationale for NOEC
approach.

Model averaging takes model uncertainty into account and reduces effect of poorly �tting models.

2. Methodology
A illustrative set of avian reproduction studies have been compiled by the Terrestrial Vertebrates ad hoc
Team (TVahT) of the European Crop Protection Association. Endpoints from each study have been
analysed statistically using both standard and novel statistical methods and models. This effort has
contributed to the development of detailed statistical protocols that cover the range of endpoints in such
studies. These protocols will be presented following summaries of selected case studies that illustrate
the concerns that commonly arise and that helped motivate the protocols. Detailed analyses of these and
other case studies are presented in the Supplementary material.

The importance of historical control data as an aid in distinguishing between real effects and statistical
artifacts has been described above. Historical control data (HCD) for avian reproduction studies done
under OECD TG 206 or OCSPP 850.2300 has been made available from Euro�ns (years 1976-2016 for
quail and 1978-2016 for mallard) and by Smithers-Vincent (Years 2001-2020 for quail, 2004-2019 for
mallard). The HCD consists of a single mean value for each recorded response and, in most cases, a
within-study standard deviation for the response. In some instances, an endpoint of interest is a simple
algebraic function of reported values. In those cases, no within-study standard deviation was available.

Case studies done by one of these labs were evaluated in part using the historical control data from the
same lab. For use in evaluating an avian reproduction study done under the indicated guidelines,
European Commission (2013) recommended a 5-year period centered on the data of the current study
with a minimum of 20 studies during that period.

The main use of historical control data (HCD) recommended for risk assessment is to demonstrate
whether statistically signi�cant trends or changes from control are the result of unusual concomitant
controls or mild trends lying entirely within the historical control data range or the result of true effects of
the test substance that push treatments means beyond the range of historical control data.

Following the case study summary, statistical protocols are presented as charts with related discussion.
Detailed descriptions of all tests and models are presented in the Supplementary material

2.1. Case Studies

2.1.1. Case Study 1.
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Case study 1 illustrates how historical control data can help identify an extreme concurrent control result
that can yield misleading statistical signi�cance. It also illustrates the importance of outlier identi�cation.
Table 4 shows the mean response (as a percent) in all treatment groups with all observations included.
The mean response, quail cracked eggs per eggs laid, is notably higher in all treatment groups than in the
control. Also relevant is that the treatment-response is not monotone.

Count=number of replicates (breeding pairs)

Mean, median, and standard deviation are simple unweighted summary statistics.

Conc=ppm

Figure 1 shows the study data in relation to the historical control data from the same lab. The 95%
con�dence bounds on the HCD are given by (LB,UB)=(1,5), so the mean response at conc=100 ppm > UB.
The Tukey outlier test (Tukey 1977) found 1 outlier in the 100 ppm treatment group. With that observation
omitted, the mean response in that group was 3.27% which is well below UB. The control mean, 0.62, is
38% below the lower 95% CB of the HCD.

Statistically signi�cance was assessed in several ways. A standard way to analyze such percentage data
is to apply Dunnett’s test to arc-sine square-root transformed proportions (Fleiss et al 2003). A
scienti�cally preferable analysis would be to analyze the number of cracked eggs as binomially
distributed conditioned on the number of eggs laid, followed by Dunnett’s test in a generalized linear
mixed model (GLMM). There was evidence of overdispersion in the study data, but all attempts to capture
it failed. The Jonckheere-Terpstra (JT) trend-based test would also be appropriate except for the non-
monotonicity observed in both the complete and outlier omitted data. The increases found by either
Dunnett test at 25 ppm and 100 ppm were a function of the low control, not real effects. The mean
responses in the low and intermediate treatment groups were within the historical control range and the
only reason the high treatment mean response was above the historical control range was due to a single
hen where 36% (8 of 22) of eggs laid were cracked. Only three hens in the study laid fewer eggs than were
laid by this hen. The biological importance of this single observation or the resulting high proportion of
cracked eggs is not clear. It should be noted that a regulatory reviewer requested another avian
reproduction study on the test substance based on the signi�cant increase found in the low treatment
group. The historical control database suggests that this was not warranted and a new study supported
this conclusion.

2.1.2. Case Study 2.
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Case study 2 illustrates how a clear trend in the treatment response requires care to distinguish statistical
from biological signi�cance. The test and model selection present challenges as well. The response
analyzed was 14-day hatchling survivors/eggs set (H14DS_ES). Summary data are given in Table 5,
where clear downward trends in the mean and in the median are evident.

Count=number of replicates (breeding pairs)

Mean, median, and standard deviation are simple unweighted summary statistics.

Conc=ppm

No normalizing, variance stabilizing transform was found. The non-parametric JT test found all
treatments signi�cantly less than control. As Figure 2 shows, only the mean response at 35 ppm is
outside the HCD range and that at 4 ppm is in the middle of that range. The Tukey outlier test identi�ed 2
low outliers (1 each at 10 & 35 ppm). With those omitted, even the mean response at 35 ppm is within the
HCD range. Setting the NOEC at 10, where there was a 20% decrease in the mean (16% decrease in the
median) is justi�able in terms of the HCD. In terms of biological signi�cance, setting the NOEC at 4 where
there was only an 8% decrease is justi�ed. No good regression model was found, as is common in
studies with only 3 treatment groups in addition to the control.

2.1.3. Case Study3
Case study 3 illustrates that an incorrect statistical test can lead to a wrong conclusion. As with other
examples, the use of historical control data and outlier detection help to clarify the analysis. Summary
data are given in Table 6. In regulatory review the NOEC was set at 10 ppm on the grounds that a ≥10%?
decrease was observed at the two higher treatment groups. By comparing the treatment means and
medians, a skewness was deduced in the two highest treatment groups. Moreover, the standard
deviations in the two highest treatment groups were much higher than in the control and low treatment.
The data were found inconsistent with normality and variance homogeneity so a non-parametric analysis
was indicated. There were only 6% and 1% decreases in the two treatment medians.
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Count=number of replicates (breeding pairs)

Mean, median, and standard deviation are simple unweighted summary statistics.

Conc=ppm

The response was Eggs Hatched per Eggs Set (HATCH_ES). The non-parametric Dunn and Jonckheere-
Terpstra (JT) tests found no treatment group signi�cantly different from the control. Even though the full
data did not justify a parametric analysis, the Dunnett and Williams’ tests were done anyway and reached
the same conclusion, namely that no treatment differed signi�cantly from the control. Figure 3 showed
four low outliers, two in each of the two highest treatment groups. That �gure also shows that all
treatment means were within the HCD.

With the 4 outliers omitted, the means and medians were consistent and the data were found to be
normally distributed with homogeneous variances. The Dunnett, Williams, and JT tests still found no
signi�cant effect at any dose. A NOEC =35 ppm is fully justi�ed.

2.1.4. Case Study 4
Case study 4 illustrates a low-variability endpoint (eggshell thickness) in which there is a sharp drop from
relatively high control mean to a somewhat �at and non-monotone treatment-response where all
treatment means are signi�cantly lower than the control but the actual percent change from the control is
small and biologically unimportant. This example also illustrates an alternative to regression for
estimating a 10% effects level when no acceptable regression model can be found. The data are
summarized in Table 7.

Count=number of replicates (breeding pairs)

Mean, median, and standard deviation are simple unweighted summary statistics.
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Conc=ppm

The data were found inconsistent with normality so non-parametric tests were used. All treatment group
means were found signi�cantly lower than the control mean by the JT and Dunn tests. The Tukey outlier
test identi�ed 3 outliers, one in the control and two in the highest treatment group. These can be observed
in Figure 4. When those were omitted, the data were found normally distributed and homogeneous and
Williams and Dunnett tests reached the same conclusion.

Despite the statistical signi�cance of the decreases in all treatment groups, it should be noted that the
maximum observed decrease was only 6%, which is unlikely to be biologically important. A decrease of
less than 18% (EFSA 2009b) or 22% (Lincer 1975) in eggshell thickness, is not biologically important in
terms of population effect. This is a rare instance when a speci�c size effect of biological importance is
documented in the scienti�c literature for avian studies. It would be bene�cial to hazard identi�cation and
risk assessment to have such information on more key endpoints. Note, however, the mean response at
25 mg/L is below HCD lower bound and the other treatment means are close to the HCD lower bound and
the control mean is near the HCD upper bound.

No acceptable regression model was found for this non-monotone response. However, MAXSD, the
maximum safe dose analysis (Tamhane et al 2001, 2002, 2004) found signi�cantly less than 10% effect
in every treatment group, making MAXSD=100. This means EC10LB>100 ppm. Thus, by setting 10% as a
more biologically meaningful effect, the MAXSD is a more relevant measure of hazard than a simple
NOEC and is a substitute for EC10 when no suitable regression model can be �t.

2.1.5. Case Study 5.
Case study 5 illustrates regression modelling that can be done when the data justify it. The emphasis is
on model averaging. Two regression approaches were followed and a recommendation is made. The two
approaches were to model proportions treated as continuous and to model 14-day survivors as
binomially distributed conditioned on number hatched. The second approach is scienti�cally sounder
since it treats the data as it was collected and this approach has better statistical properties. The data are
summarized in Table 8.

Count=number of replicates (breeding pairs)

Mean, median, and standard deviation are simple unweighted summary statistics.
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Conc=ppm

Figure 5 indicates a control mean response near the HCD upper con�dence bound and the two lowest
treatment means and medians not much different. The two highest treatment means are clearly lower,
but still near or above the HCD lower con�dence bound.

To determine the NOEC, the Dunnett, Williams, and Jonckheere-Terpstra tests were applied to the
proportions. All tests found the NOEC=85 ppm, where a 2% decrease was observed. Only the Dunnett test
could be applied in a GLMM model for the count of survivors conditioned on the number of hatchlings
and the same NOEC was found. Figure 6 shows the Bruce-Versteeg (BVP) model �t to proportions, as this
provides the simplest graphical representation. All regression models were �t to untransformed
proportions assuming normally distributed, homogeneous responses and also to counts conditioned on
the number of hatchlings using generalized nonlinear mixed models (GNLMM). This allowed direct
comparisons of the two approaches. Mathematical descriptions of these models and model weighting
schemes are given in the Supplementary material.

Tables 8 and 9 summarize the two modelling approaches. Table 9 summarizes approach 1 (models for
proportions), where EC10 estimates are found reasonably tight, varying from 235 to 287. However, lower
con�dence bound (LCB) estimates vary widely from 9 to 166. Model averaging estimates: EC10avg=258
and EC10LBavg=76.7.

LL3=3-parameter log-logistic
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OE4=exponential model with a �oor

OE2=simple exponential model

BVP=Bruce-Versteeg probit-type model

OE3=exponential model with curvature

PARM=model parameter

AICc=Akiaki information criterion with small sample correction

Wgt=Akaiki weight

Estimate, LCB, UCB=point estimate, lower and upper 95% con�dence bounds

Table 10 summarizes approach 2 (GNLMM models for conditional counts). The BVP model parameters
appear reasonable, but the estimated responses at positive test concentrations are very poor. This is
evidently what caused the large value of AICc. The model average gives 0 weight to that model. Model
averaging estimates were EC10avg=277, EC10LBavg=183. A tighter lower bound re�ects less uncertainty in
this estimate compared to that of Approach 1.

LL3B=3-parameter log-logistic GNLMM
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OE4B=exponential model with a �oor GNLMM

OE2B=simple exponential model GNLMM

BVPB=Bruce-Versteeg probit-type model GNLMM

OE3B=exponential model with curvature GNLMM

PARM=model parameter

AICc=Akiaki information criterion with small sample correction

Wgt=Akaiki weight

Estimate, LCB, UCB=point estimate, lower and upper 95% con�dence bounds

3. Statistical Protocols
Statistical analysis should begin with careful consideration of the data for each response to be analyzed.
A basic step is determining the appropriate distribution for a response. This begins by assessing whether
the data are best realized as (a) a continuous response, such as egg shell thickness, that might come
from a normal distribution, or (b) a proportion such as number of cracked eggs per eggs laid, which could
be treated as normally distributed after a normalizing, variance stabilizing transform (usually an arc-sine
square-root transform), or (c) a count response, such as total number of cracked eggs, or (d) a
conditionally binomial response, such as number of cracked eggs conditioned on the number eggs laid. A
list of commonly reported responses with their distributions is given in the supplementary material.

The most appropriate statistical methodology should be determined in order best to distinguish between
real effects and mere artifacts of statistical probability by more properly re�ecting the nature of the data
and experimental design. To the extent possible, statistical analysis should be consistent with visual
assessment of data. Only in limited situations, such as assessment of normality and variance
homogeneity, and only then with expert judgment, a visual assessment may be su�cient without formal
testing. Where visual assessment and formal tests are in con�ict, the cause should be explored.

The ideal statistical methodology is a regression approach to estimate an appropriate percent effect of
biological importance and its associated measure of uncertainty. This ideal is hampered by the small
number of treatment groups in typical avian reproduction guideline studies.

The statistical tests listed in the case studies and in the decision �ow diagrams are intended to be
implemented as described in the cited references, especially Green et al (2018). Not all software packages
that offer these tests implement them in equivalent fashion. For example, the R package mcp has a
procedure that may appear to be Williams’ test. In fact, Williams’ test as described in Williams (1971,
1972) and Green et al (2018) and recommended here and in some OECD guidelines is quite different from
the test in the mcp package. The StatCHARRMS R package provides a good, but not perfect,
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approximation to Williams’ test as developed by Williams. A similar precaution is needed for regression
models. For example, the software ToxRat does a preliminary transformation of the data prior to �tting
regression models that, if not disabled by the user, distorts the concentration-response relationship and
can result in seriously misleading BMD/ECx estimates. It is not a purpose of this manuscript to critique
software packages that might be used to carry out the recommended protocols but some
recommendations are provided below. In addition, the website associated with Green et al (2018) does
offer programming code in SAS and R to carry out the tests and regression models discussed.

Figure 7 gives a decision chart that captures the highlights of the regression modeling steps. Figure 8
provides the same for a NOEC determination. Detailed NOEC decision charts are given in the Supplement
for each type of response (e.g., quantal, continuous, conditionally binomial, count).

In Figure 8 the Conover test can be con�gured as a non-parametric alternative to the Dunn test, but the
Dunn test is recommended in numerous OECD test guidelines and guidance documents (e.g. OECD 2006,
2014) and its power properties are documented more completely (e.g., Green et al 2018 and in documents
supporting OECD test guidelines).

If there are outliers, at most 6 in total should be removed and preferably 4 or fewer. Otherwise, the outlier-
omitted data may no longer truly represent the data collected. All data should be re-analyzed after outliers
are omitted. If the NOEC or BMDx changes, then care should be taken interpreting results.

If a transform removed non-normality or variance heterogeneity/overdispersion, then the results of the
transformed data are generally preferred. A check of distribution �t for GLMM models is assessed
through studentized residuals and a non-signi�cant normality test for these residuals means the data �t
the modeled distribution.

3.1. Steps in the recommended statistical protocol. Additional detail is given in the Supplement.

1) Assess the distribution

Once the conceptually appropriate distribution is determined, it is important to assess the �t of that
distribution (e.g., normality), variance homogeneity or overdispersion. Dunnett and Williams tests and
various regression models assume normally distributed data with homogeneous variances. Both are
assessed through residuals from an ANOVA model. Normality of the residuals can be assessed using the
Shapiro-Wilk or Anderson-Darling test. In the case of generalized linear mixed models (GLMM),
studentized residuals are used to assess agreement of the data to the modelled distribution. Variance
homogeneity for a normally distributed response can be assessed using Levene’s test. For incidence and
count data, overdispersion (also called extra-binomial variance) can be assessed using Tarone’s C(α) test
or a method based on GLMMs.

2) Determine the presence, meaning, and impact of outlier
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Careful consideration of outliers is advised since outliers can sometimes show that a statistically
signi�cant effect is the result of a small number of observations or the lack of statistical signi�cance
may be the result of high variability caused by one or more outliers. It should be emphasized that outliers
are statistically detected unusual observations, not “bad” observations to be discarded. The primary
purpose of outlier detection is to determine to what extend a small number of unusual observations
in�uences the statistical tests and models. These observations may also be important indicators that
merit further investigation. The Tukey outlier rule is recommended for continuous responses. But formal
outlier rules need to be supplemented by consideration of other data anomalies. For example, 0 fertile
eggs out of 1 egg laid is very different from 0 fertile eggs out of 36 eggs laid. A weighted analysis or
treatment of fertile eggs as binomially distributed conditioned on the number of eggs laid is a potential
way of dealing with some outlier issues. Decision trees for NOEC determination given in the
Supplementary material indicate when consideration of outliers is applied. It should be noted that if the
NOEC changes after outliers are removed or a normalizing, variance stabilizing transform is found, then
scienti�c judgment is needed to resolve the difference.

3) Assess concentration-response monotonicity

Monotonicity in the dose-response should be assessed to determines whether a trend test (e.g., Williams,
Jonckheere-Terpstra, Cochran-Armitage) should be used. Use of a trend test where it is not justi�ed can
obscure a real effect or indicate an effect that is not justi�ed. Failure to use a trend test where it is
justi�ed ignores relevant biology and can miss an important effect or lead to confusion when a low dose
is found statistically signi�cant but higher doses are not.

In general, if a chemical affects a biological response, the effect increases with increasing concentrations
of the chemical. That is, one expects a monotonic concentration-response. This is not a strict
requirement, but serious deviations from monotonicity rule out the use of trend tests and should prompt
careful exploration of the data. Much additional discussion of trend tests and ways to assess
monotonicity are given in Green et al (2018) and Springer and du Hoffmann (2018). For normally
distributed data with homogeneous variances, Williams’ test is recommended, but with cautions. This test
uses a pool-the-adjacent-violators (PAVA) algorithm to smooth the data by forcing monotonicity. If the
data deviates greatly from monotonicity, there can be too much smoothing which distorts the
interpretation of the data. Green et al (2018) contains further discussion of this, as does OECD TG 248
(OECD 2019). As a rough guide, if three or more mean responses from positive test concentrations are
merged by the PAVA algorithm, then the data may not be suitable for Williams’ test. A test for
monotonicity is given in the Supplementary material.

For continuous response data that do not meet the requirements of normality and variance homogeneity,
the Jonckheere-Terpstra test is a non-parametric trend test that has similar power as Williams’ test to
detect effects. Like Williams’ test this is a step-down trend test but unlike Williams, it does not use a
smoothing algorithm and so does not have the same tendency as Williams’ test to mask departures from
monotonicity. For incidence data, the Cochran-Armitage test is very useful step-down trend test. Where
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overdispersion is found, a robust version of that test using the Rao-Scott adjustments can be used. All
these tests are discussed in detail in Green et al (2018), where additional references are also given. Of
those several deserve additional mention, including OECD (2006, 2014).

4) Use historical control data if available

Valverde et al (2018) investigated the utility of historical control data for interpreting avian reproduction
studies, including power analyses to document the size effect that could be expected to be found
statistically signi�cant. The work reported here continues and, to some degree, extends that work. If
historical control data are available, such data could provide information on which observations indicate
real effects, which observations are well within the historical control range, and can alert the investigator
to the presence of an unusual control that may skew statistical analysis. By examining the study data in
the context of historical control data, some responses may be found not to require further statistical
analysis. Once statistical analysis is done to determine a NOEC or estimate an ECx value, the study data
again can be compared to relevant historical control data to help interpretation for hazard identi�cation
and risk assessment.

The most appropriate historical control data is from the same laboratory that does the concurrent study
and uses data within a time interval centered on the date of the concurrent study. Historical control data
from other laboratories can be used if appropriate inter-laboratory comparisons have been done. A span
of 2 - 5 years on each side of the date of the concurrent study is recommended. However, European
Commission (2013) recommended a 5-year span centered on the starting date of the study. The span will
depend in part on the number of studies in the database. It would be best to have 20 or more studies from
the HCD, approximately equally split on both sides of the concurrent study date where possible. Once the
span of time to include in the HCD is determined, extreme observation should be discarded to avoid
skewing the interpretation. It is suggested that a concurrent treatment mean response between the 5th
and 95th percentiles of the HCD is not indicative of a real effect. These percentiles are dependent on the
number of studies in the HCD and a reality check would include assessing the data using several time
spans, such as ± 2, ± 3, and ± 5 years in the HCD to make sure these percentiles are not overly in�uenced
by the size or the time span of the HCD. Note also that 5% of 20 is 1, so the 5% and 95% bounds on a
smaller HCD are of questionable relevance.

5) Transform responses to meet test requirements or use generalized (non-)linear mixed models

Transformation of responses must be order-preserving. For example, the Freeman-Tukey transform of
proportion data need not be order preserving and its use can distort or even reverse some concentration-
response relationships and produce misleading results. If regression models are used to estimate ECx, the
meaning of an x% change in the transformed response is unlikely to be equivalent to an x% change in the
original, untransformed response.

For proportion responses such as viable eggs per eggs set, the traditional way to analyze is to treat these
responses as continuous responses, often with a normalizing, variance stabilizing transformation such
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as the arc-sine square-root transform. That remains a viable method, but another method can be more
informative and is more consistent with the nature of the data. This is the use of a generalized linear
mixed model that treats the numerator, viable eggs in the illustration, as binomially distributed
conditioned on the denominator, eggs set in the illustration. Count data, such as eggs laid, can likewise be
analyzed by treating the data as continuous, usually following a square-root transform, or using a GLMM
with a Poisson distribution. Where overdispersion is found, an adjustment is recommended, such as
using a negative binomial distribution or allowing variance to vary by treatment group. See Green et al
(2018) for additional details and references on all the statistical recommendations.

6) Use regression or BMD methodology where supported by data

Where more treatment groups are available in a study and regression modeling is feasible, model
selection criteria are important. Criteria are described in the Supplement. Simulation studies reported by
Burnham and Anderson (1998) among others, demonstrate that if the same model selection procedure is
followed in repeat studies using the same test concentrations and study design, then different models
from the set of models used will be selected in different studies. To compensate for this model
uncertainty, a model averaging technique can be implemented. There are two main ways to approach
model averaging. Benchmark dose (BMD) methodology outlined in (EFSA 2009a) indicated that the
lowest point and interval estimates be used from all models in a set of standard models. This
recommendation was updated in EFSA (2017) to use a combination of bootstrap sampling and weighted
averages. The most common weighting scheme is based on a single information criterion, such as AIC or
BIC. Details are given in the Supplement. With either approach, care must be taken to identify the set of
models to use, as clearly both model average and model selection are highly dependent on the models
utilized. In addition, one should not rely solely on an automated procedure, such as Akaiki weight, that
down weights contributions from poorly �tting models or focuses on only one selection criterion. It is also
important to understand the limitations of regression modelling. Once a model is �t to a dataset, it is
mathematically possible to estimate ECx for any positive value of x up to 100 for a decreasing model.
Not all such estimates are statistically reliable. The dangers of extrapolation much beyond the range of
tested positive concentrations are well understood. Also, an estimate of ECx for x < 10 is often beyond the
capability of the data. For example, a 1% or 5% change in adult body weight or proportion of eggs laid
that hatch or survive 14 days is rarely possible. The impracticality of such estimates is often indicated by
a wide con�dence interval or a con�dence interval extending below 0. More detail on this in given in the
Supplement under the heading of model �tting criteria.

7) Assess the need for special regression models

When there is a �at response in the treatment groups but all such groups differ signi�cantly from the
control, a “hockey-stick” model may be helpful in describing the data and providing ECx estimates where
more standard decreasing models fail. If hormesis is evident a hormetic model, such as Brain-Cousens,
should be considered. Such models usually require more test concentrations than commonly found in
avian reproduction studies.
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8) Consider an alternative to NOEC and BMD

The small number of treatment groups can sometimes be overcome by a statistical methodology
designed to test for a speci�ed level of effect of biological or regulatory importance. For example, a
maximum “safe dose” or MAXSD can be identi�ed at and below which the effect of the test substance is
signi�cantly less than 10%. This method can also be applied when there are more treatment groups but
no acceptable regression model can be found.

3.2. Software
While it is not the intent to give a survey of software available to carry out the recommended statistical
tests to determine a NOEC or models to estimate ECx or BMDx, it still seems appropriate to provide brief
descriptions of some software packages useful for the two approaches. For regression model �tting,
including model averaging, there are at least three good choices. These are the R package drc (Ritz et al
2005, 2006); Proast (Slob 2018, 2019) which was developed speci�cally for regulatory risk assessment
under the auspices of RIVM; BBMD (Shao and Shapiro 2018; Shao 2021) which provides a Bayesian
implementation. Also notable is the BMD software developed by the United States EPA (BMDS
Benchmark Dose Tools | US EPA) which is an Excel-based application. The current version (3.2) provides
model averaging only for dichotomous responses, which limits its utility for avian reproduction studies.
The �rst two cited packages use the Akaiki information criteria to obtain weights for model averaging.
The third and fourth cited packages use weights based on prior distributions but otherwise follow the
same idea of estimating both BMDx and BMDxLB on these weights. One should be aware that Bayesian
model averaging can produce notably different results from the information criteria approach and the list
of models used in averaging can also have a strong impact on results. The criteria (e.g., all convergent
models from a �xed list or only those meeting some additional criteria) used to decide which model �ts to
include can also impact results.

For NOEC determination, Cetis (Ives 2021), which was developed for the United States EPA, implements
all the standard statistical tests recommended, but not the GLMM tests. The R package PMCMRPlus
(2021) provides all tests described for continuous responses, including non-parametric rank-based tests,
but it does not include GLMM tests or tests for quantal data. SAS software has very useful procedures for
GLMM models but these require programming. There are numerous R packages for GLMM but results
from different packages compared to each other or to SAS will often not agree. A good resource for
relevant GLMM models in R is Hothorn (2016).

3.3. Biological relevance
Real improvement in hazard identi�cation and risk assessment requires scienti�cally based criteria for
what constitutes a hazard. According to EFSA 2009b, in determining a NOAEL there may not be a
consideration of the effect or its biological relevance. Therefore, it is proposed to use endpoints that are
based on a consideration of the biological and/or ecological relevance. Consequently, the biological
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relevance should be always considered for the �nal toxicological endpoint selection as a higher tier
re�nement option.

For example, Case study 4 illustrated the importance of having an agreement on the size effect on
eggshell thickness in evaluating a statistical �nding as despite the statistical signi�cance of the
decreases in all treatment groups, it should be noted that the maximum observed decrease was only 6%.
This endpoint is a rare instance when scienti�c evidence is available for this purpose. According to EFSA
2009b population effects in the wild tend to come about after thinning of 18% or more. Eggshell breakage
increases when eggshells become more than 22% thinner than unaffected eggshells (Lincer 1975).
Overall, the maximum observed decrease of 6% should not be considered biologically important and thus
the �nal NOEL should be set to the maximum concentration tested (Table 7, Figure 4).

The regulatory process would be much enhanced by the establishment of such information on other key
responses. As it is, an arbitrary rule is adopted, such as a 10% change, or a statistically signi�cant change
is used regardless of biological importance.

4. Conclusions
Current test guidelines and guidance emphasize purely statistical methodology for hazard identi�cation.
The focus of Test Guideline 206 is on whether a statistically signi�cant change is observed in one or
more test concentrations compared to the concurrent control. More recent EFSA guidance (EFSA 2017)
emphasizes BMD10 or its lower 95% con�dence bound. Other relevant information is often either ignored,
such as historical control data, or not available, such as no biological basis for the size of effect
important to be able detect or estimate (biologically signi�cant effect level).

Evidence has been presented on ways to improve NOEC determination through improved statistical test
selection, diagnostics, and the use of historical control data. In particular, generalized linear mixed
models take the natural distribution of the response variables and the sources of random variability into
account, leading to more appropriate corresponding statistical tests for several endpoints as does careful
attention to identifying outliers. BMDx estimation can be improved through the use of revised modelling
techniques including generalized nonlinear mixed models, implementation of model selection criteria and
model averaging in addition to adopting improvements to the experimental design. Historical control
databases from years of avian reproduction studies demonstrate that BMD estimates, especially BMD10,
will not be possible for some study response variables, so that NOECs will continue to be required for use
in risk assessments. Explicit proposals for statistical tests, models and experimental designs are provided
that require no more birds per study than currently required in TG 206 studies but nonetheless are more
statistically sound and robust, for deriving the endpoints used for risk assessment.

A clear correlation has been found from the laboratory studies showing a decreased hatching and
population decline was associated with 18 to 22% reduction in eggshell thickness. This illustrates the
need for additional information to quantify the level of effect for key endpoints that indicate population
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level effects and distinguish such effects from mere statistical signi�cance or a percentage change from
control without associated biological signi�cance.
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Figure 1

Case Study 1. The response was percent eggs cracked per eggs laid (PCL). In the box plot of study data,
the bottom and top are the 25th & 75th percentiles of the indicated treatment group, the horizontal line
between the top & bottom is the median, the mean is the blue asterisk, whiskers extend from top or
bottom to most extreme non-outliers, with outliers indicated as blue dots beyond the whiskers. Individual
historical control data mean responses are indicated by black asterisks. HCD data from 2003-2005 are
displayed to the left of the 2006 study data, while HCD data from 2006-2009 are displayed to the right.
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Figure 2

Case Study 2. Quail 14 Day survivors per eggs set Only the mean response at 35 ppm was below the HCD
and that resulted from a single outlier.
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Figure 3

Case Study 3. Eggs Hatched per Eggs Set (HATCH_ES) HCD data from 1993-1995 are displayed to the left
of the concurrent study, while data from 1996-1999 are on the right. Two low outliers are evident at 10
and two more at 35 ppm. All treatment means and medians are within the HCD.
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Figure 4

Case Study 4. Eggshell thickness (ESThick) HCD data from 1993-1995 are displayed to the left of the
concurrent study, while data from 1996-1999 are on the right. One high outlier is evident in the control and
two low outliers are evident at 100 ppm. The mean response at 25 ppm is below the HCD lower
con�dence bound. The control mean response is near the HCD upper bound and mean responses in the
two highest treatments are near the HCD lower bound. The median responses in all treatment groups
were below the HCD lower bound. There is no question about the statistical signi�cance of the decreased
thickness in the three treatment groups. Nor is there any question about whether the mean or median
responses are below the HCD lower bound. The question is whether such small differences are
biologically important. EFSA guidance indicates not.
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Figure 5

Case Study 5. Percent survivors at 14 days per hatchling (P14DH) HCD data from 1994-1995 are
displayed to the left of the concurrent study, while data from 1997-2000 are on the right.
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Figure 6

Bruce-Versteeg model �t to replicate proportions (PRP14DH) No transform was applied to the proportions
since that makes estimating a 10% change (with con�dence bounds) in the untransformed data quite
challenging. This is one reason for preferring a GNLMM model which requires no transform.
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Figure 7

Statistical decision chart for regression modeling/ECx estimation If a regression model �tting converges,
then either model selection or model averaging (recommended) is applied. If the model �tting does not
converge, the model is discarded without further use.
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Figure 8

Statistical decision chart for NOEC determination NHomV=normally distributed with homogeneous
variances NHetV=normally distributed with heterogeneous variances BNOV=Binomially distributed with
no overdispersion BOV= Binomially distributed with overdispersion Red wavy curve on chart indicates
that for the indicated tests, the tests are repeated with outliers omitted to determine whether outliers
affected NOEC.
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